The last two volumes represent 'the first scholarly edition of Hunt's verse since 1923, and the very first edition of the poet's work to include explanatory editorial annotation.' The selections come from a wide range of sources, and the edition reprints several important poems in their entirety, including The Feast of the Poets (along with Hunt's extensive notes and a clear account of the poem's development from 1811 to the posthumous 1860 version), The Descent of Liberty: A Mask, The Story of Rimini (along with its preface), Ultra-Crepidarius: A Satire on William Gifford, and Captain Sword and Captain Pen. The introduction explains that the 'edition pays particular attention to the most neglected aspect of Hunt's poetical work, his occasional satire,' acknowledging that Hunt's translations and verse dramas are underrepresented for reasons of space.
William Hazlitt said that Leigh Hunt 'improves upon acquaintance,' and this is true in a number of senses. The general editors propose that 'it nearly seems unthinkable to read Hunt on his own terms,' hoping that the present edition will make such reading possible. One of the joys of reading Hunt, however, is that reading him on his own terms does not mean reading him on his own, or, for that matter, on one's own. By making available the writings of this preeminently sociable and liberal writer, the editors have produced a work that should sharpen our collective visions of cultural critique in the Romantic period, as well as our collective practices of cultural critique in our own. More than an expansive, meticulous, and useful scholarly edition, John Mackieson (1795-1885), a Scottish physician schooled in eighteenthcentury medicine and the ideas of the Scottish Enlightenment, inexplicably leaves his native heath in 1821 and establishes himself at Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island. A few years later, he marries the daughter of a prosperous merchant and former speaker of the House of Assembly as he proceeds to develop a comfortable general practice. In due course, he receives state appointments as port health officer and later medical superintendent of the Charlottetown Lunatic Asylum, both of which he is obliged to resign through his apparent incompetence. Still, he continues to work to the end of his sixty-three-year career, having witnessed many transformations in his field, and outlives all of his family except one daughter. The long career of John Mackieson, a practitioner responsive to all that British North America could offer him, presents rich possibilities for medical biography. Indeed, David Shephard, a Charlottetown anaesthesiologist and a former editor of the Canadian Medical Association Journal, seems to have had biography in mind for the present volume, for he writes, 'My intentions in this biography of John Mackieson are similar [to writing the biography of a minor poet]: to understand a minor figure in medicine the character of the man and his work as a doctor, as indicated primarily by his manuscripts.' But despite the many opportunities offered by Mackieson's life and his personal and clinical manuscripts at the Medical Society of Prince Edward Island, this short volume falls short of biography. What does emerge is a sketch of a rather cautious and empirical practitioner working within the constraints of his time.
The strength of Shephard's exploitation of the Mackieson papers resides instead in his representation of the physician's daily round in the preanaesthetic, pre-Listerian, pre-antibiotic era. Moreover, Mackieson's career, which pre-dates the scientific opportunities offered by the stethoscope, the microscope, the ophthalmoscope, and the thermometer, demonstrates what Mackieson was required to draw on from his own intellectual and physical resources. Added to that, Charlottetown lacked in his early career a general hospital, trained personnel, running water, and electricity all that he would take for granted today. Based on 257 case histories in medicine, surgery, obstetrics, gynaecology, and mental health, it is therefore a portrait of a profession rather than a professional, a practice rather than a practitioner.
Shephard's accomplishment lies not in his reconstruction of events or his narrative style but in his representation of the individual cases occupying thirty-three pages of the book. Here he combines his clinical training and his interest in medical history to give the professional and non-professional reader alike a sense of Mackieson's clinical methods, which still included bloodletting. We follow him step-by-step as he treats pneumonia, congestion in the head, hydrothorax, inflammation of the brain, and, on the surgical side, strangulated hernia, burns and scalds, fractures, and tumours. His treatment of such widespread afflictions as puerperal fever, lingering labour, uterine haemorrhage, eclampsia, and peritoneal fever recall forcefully the perils of childbearing, often leading to death. And finally, Mackieson's superintendency of the Charlottetown Lunatic Asylum (both a hospital and a poorhouse), for which he was indicted but never prosecuted, illustrates the deficiencies of the asylum system and the kinds of diagnosis and treatment offered in the preFreudian era.
Mackieson's knowledge embraced the full range of medical and surgical practice as it was known at the time, both clinical and administrative he even engaged in politics by petitioning the House of Assembly to recognize the profession in law. Shephard quite rightly points out that his papers are probably unique and that they present a paradigm for medical practice elsewhere in North America. 'It is because little has been written about Mackieson and his texts,' he writes, 'that this book seems warranted.' Not only is it warranted it beckons to the biographer to present the personal side of this ordinary yet extraordinary man. Such a project would be well worth the effort. (RONALD ROMPKEY) James Treadwell. Interpreting Wagner Yale University Press. xix, 282. US $35.00
Proving definitively that the 'chiaroscuro of Wagner's genius makes him a volatile subject still,' James Treadwell's fine study offers a sensitively nuanced and carefully argued overview of Wagner's operas and prose writings and, beyond that, a theorizing of the power of Wagner's work as it develops over four periods of his life. The first, entitled 'Romance,' covers the years up to 1848 and includes the first three 'romantic' operas and Wagner's Paris journalism. The enchantment that forms the plot of these operas is read as an allegory of the power of opera itself on the young Wagner's 'seduced' audience. But Der fliegende Holländer, Lohengrin, and Tannhäuser both 'indulge and fear the temptations of fantasy'; they resist as well as exploit the German romantic 'aesthetic of rapture,' in Treadwell's interpretation.
This explains why in the next period, that of 'Revolution' (1848-54), disenchantment leads Wagner away from the seduction of the audiences through 'remote visions' towards speaking directly to them, announcing prophetically their destiny (or his version of it, at least). In these years Wagner wrote no music, but many words: essays and, of course, the poem of Der Ring des Nibelungen. That four-part work's operatic unconventionality is likened to Wagner's utopian social fantasies: both were equally impossible in the world of his present. But rather than move forward to the future, Treadwell argues, Wagner turned back (giving 'revolution' a new meaning) to the past, the past of myth, to create in the Ring a 'web of repetitions, returns, reflections, narrations' and leitmotifs which recollect rather than anticipate.
In his years of 'Exile' (1855-71), unable to return to Germany because of his politics (and his creditors), Wagner is said to explore contraries: restlessness and dislocation as themes and a resistance to form on a technical level (Tristan und Isolde) but also themes of community and belonging and an interest in the formal craft of music (Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg) . Calling the decision about how to interpret desire in these works (as, respectively, never sated or potentially redemptive) the 'crux' of interpreting Wagner, Treadwell offers a cautionary allegory of how Wagner's art always contains resistances to the consummation of its own desire.
